StaminaFibre®
THE THRILL IS IN THE FILL

R

HOW TO PRESERVE THE LIFE OF YOUR StaminaFibre®
PILLOWS, DUVETS & FEATHERBEDS!

WHAT IS SO GREAT ABOUT StaminaFibre ®
PILLOWS, DUVETS, & FEATHERBEDS?

StaminaFibre® products have proven to last several years longer than any
other in the market. Given a little “tender loving care”, your StaminaFibre ®
products will always give you and your clients the pleasing comfort and
support that you expect.

StaminaFibre ® PILLOWS

•

Goose down like comfort & support: The StaminaFibre® collection
combines the traditional qualities of European Goose Down with the
advantages of synthetic fibres.

• Hypo-allergenic & inherently antimicrobial; Some people want the
comfort of Goose Down but are allergic to natural fills.
• Like Natural Down, StaminaFibre® Pillows, Featherbeds & Duvets can
be shaped for individual comfort, offering support for multiple sleep
positions.
•

Extremely Cost effective, The StaminaFibre ® collection resumes its
original fluff, form & comfort even after repeated wash cycles- time
after time, year after year.

•

Proven dust mite control & anti-allergen properties.

Machine Washing: Wash separately, at warm or permanent press
setting. Always balance the load. For best results, use a front loading washer.
Machine Drying: Tumble dry at permanent press setting.
→ Note: Pillows may take a few hours to dry depending on your
machine. For additional agitation, place clean tennis balls in with pillows. If
pillow feels clumpy, keep drying until all synthetic feathers feel light and
fluffy.
→ Note: NEVER allow any StaminaFibre® product to sit in a hot dryer
after the drying cycle is over.

eferred to as synthetic down, StaminaFibre® is revolutionary new man
made filling material that really feels like natural down. Best of all, it is
hypoallergenic and completely washable. Unlike feather, foam and polyester,
StaminaFibre® pillows duvets and featherbeds remain fluffy and resilient
even after repeated wash cycles. No other filling material can make these
claims.

Compare Fills!
→ Always remains fluffy
→ Machine washable

→ Remains hygienically clean
→ Remains Hypoallergenic
→ Odorless
→ Flame resistant

→ 3-year warranty against
flattening
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StaminaFibre® DUVETS & FEATHERBEDS

Machine Washing: Wash separately using a commercial grade front
loading washier. → Note: Do not overload! Wash and rinse at permanent press
setting. Always balance the load.

StaminaFibre®

Machine Drying: Tumble dry separately in a large capacity dryer
at permanent press setting with cool-down cycle.
→ Note: Do not overload! If cool-down is not available, you may have
to remove from the dryer right after the dryer stops completely.

StaminaFibre®
www.staminaFibre.ca

www.staminaFibre.ca

1060 Meyerside Drive, Unit 8 & 9
Mississauga, Ontario, Canada L5T 1J4
t: 1.877.727.7965 - f: 905.670.8004

PILLOWS • DUVE TS • FEATHERBEDS

StaminaFibre® DUVETS

StaminaFibre®

NO ORDINARY PILLOW!

FOR SUPREME NIGHTTIME COMFORT!

T
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No longer is clumping and lumping the price you pay for cleanliness.

The duvet is filled with StaminaFibre so
® it will become even softer and
fuller with each machine-washing!

hese extraordinary pillows with their down like StaminaFibre®
filling, have proven to last several years longer than any other pillow.
Even after repeated trips to the washing machine it bounces back,
looks and feels like new.

” What an incredible pillow! My family and loyal guests have personally
slept on these amazing pillows. Unlike polyester filled pillows, the
Stamina Fibre pillow did not clump, matt down or flatten in the
Raj Aarun Patel, Hotel GM
washining machine “

Take Care
of Your
Body

uxurious, restful sleep can be yours with the super-comfortable feel
of the StaminaFibre® Duvet. Great warmth during cold winter nights
yet still very breathable on those hot summer nights.

•
•
•

260 thread count percale cotton cover.
Wash durable & hypo-allergenic.
Enjoy a 1 year warranty against flattening.

The Answer
for:

” I recently stayed at a hotel that had the most gorgeous bedding.
Words cannot explain how amazing the duvet was. It was soft,
comfortable and most of all dreamy. I was shocked after reading
the label that the duvet was not made of natural down but rather
Julie Stogios
Stamina Fibre. You really had me fooled. “
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DUST MITE CONTROL
a proven dust mite control
& anti-allergen product

will not flatten, clump
or matt down
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StaminaFibre® SYNTHETIC FEATHERBED
TRANSFORM YOUR BED INTO A PLUSH SLEEP OASIS

EASY CARE
RETAINS ITS SHAPE

39” x
54” x
60” x
7 6” x

wash as often as needed in
conventional
washing machine

F

or generations, feather beds have been sought after for their sheer
decadence and luxury. Thanks to the StaminaFibre® collection they are
also surprisingly, therapeutic, functional and affordable.

DURABLE
INCREDIBLE COMFORT

3 year warranty

The StaminaFibre® Featherbed provides supreme comfort by gently
cushioning pressure points at your shoulders and hips. It’s gusseted
side panels promotes good body support and because it is filled with
StaminaFibre,® it can be laundered multiple times to ensure a clean &
hygienic allergy free sleep environment.

HYPO-ALLERGENIC

StaminaFibre®
really feels like natural down

www.staminaFibre.ca

Arthritis
Fibromyalgia
Osteoporosis
Back & Neck Pain
Maternity Discomforts
SENIOR: 10 Feet
JUNIOR: 7.5 Feet
Restless Sleep & Insomnia
Headaches & Muscular Tension

StaminaFibre® BODY SUPPORT PILLOW

•

supreme comfort
& support

eco FRIENDLY
will not clutter our land fills

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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www.staminaFibre.ca
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•
•
•

Extends and preserves the life of a new mattress.
Dramatically transforms the look and feel of an older mattress.
Heavenly and irresistibly comfortable.

www.staminaFibre.ca
StaminaFibre® is a registered trade mark of StaminaFibre Canada
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uscle tension, back pain and aching painful joints - most of us
experience one or more of these problems at some point in our life.
The StaminaFibre® Body Support Pillow is the solution to these annoying problems because it reduces discomfort and pain. It is amazingly
versatile and supports the entire body, enabling every muscle and
joint to relax - deeply. Because this extraordinary pillow is made with
down like StaminaFibre,® it will never flatten - even after repeated trips
to the wahing machine.

www.staminaFibre.ca

